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Z iemowid Sujkowski: Monopole transit ions in hot nuclei
Monopole transitions can be a signature of shape changing

in a hot, pulsating nucleus (the low energy EO mode)
and/or a measure of the compressibility of finite nuclei
(GMR, the breathing mode). Experimental information
pertaining to GMR is reviewed. Recipes for deducing the
incompressibi I i ty modulus for infinite nuclear matter from
data on GMR are discussed. Astrophysical implications are
outlined. The first attempts at locating the GMR strength in
moderately hot nuclei are described. Prospects for improving
the experimental techniques to make an observation of this
strength in selected nuclei unambiguous are disscused.

Z iemowid Sujkowski: Przejścia monopolowe w gorących jądrach
Przejścia monopolowe mogą dostarczać informacji o

zmianach kształtu gorących, pulsujących jąder. Pozwalają też
na wyznaczanie ściśliwości jąder. W pierwszym przypadku są
to niskoenergetyczne przejścia EO, w drugim są to przejścia
ze stanów gigantycznego rezonansu monopolowego (GMR).
Dokonany jest przegląd informacji doświadczalnej dotyczącej
GMR. Dyskutowane są recepty na wyznaczanie modułu
nieściśl iwości materii jądrowej na podstawie danych dla GMR.
Podkreślona jest waga tych informacji dla problemów astro-
fizycznych, w szczególności dla Równania Stanu Materii
Jądrowej. Opisane są pierwsze próby poszukiwania nasilenia
GMR w jądrach umiarkowanie gorących. Przedyskutowane są
perspektywy ulepszenia technik eksperymentalnych tak, by
umożliwić jednoznaczną lokalizacje tego nasilenia w
wybranych jądrach, w szczególności takich, w których
przejścia z rozpadów gigantycznego rezonansu dipolowego są
osłabione przez reguły izospinowe.



1 Introduction

The electric monopole (E0) transitions can occur whenever there is a change in the mean square
value of the nuclear radius, < r2 >. They can thus occur as a result of the volume oscillations
(the breathing mode) as well as of the volume conserving changes in the effective radii (the shape
changing mode). Both modes are of primary interest: the former provides information on the
fundamental property of nuclear matter: the compressibility; the latter may shed light both on
the dynamics of the nucleus-nucleus interaction and on the spectroscopic properties of nuclei. Yet
there is a conspicuous scarcity of information on either of the two modes.

According to the simple Shell Model the monopole transitions are governed by the AN = ±'2
selection rule, where N is the major oscillator quantum number. Transitions with AN=0 are
forbidden in this approximation because there are no differences in radii within the same shell.
Transitions with AN=±1 are ruled out because they require the parity change. As a result,
low energy monopole transitions are not allowed. However, the AN=0 restriction is partially lifted
because of the pairing correlations [1] which mixorbitals with AN=1. In addition, minor differences
in r do exist for different orbitals within a given shell.

Strong EO transitions could thus be expected between states with largely different shapes, c. g
strongly deformed and spherical. However, the wave functions of such states are usually poorly
overlapping, so that the transition matrix elements are small. An extreme example of such a poor
overlap is the so-called fission isomer in J 3 8 t / , for which the 0 + - • 0 + transition probability from the
'superdeformed' isomeric state at about 3 MeV excitation energy to the 'normal deformed' ground
state has been measured [2] to be 1.7*(10)~9 single particle units. Large mixing can, however, occur
in favorable conditions, e. g. where there are states with large deformation differences coexisting
within close energy spacings. A review of such situations at low excitation energies, where they
are rare, has recently been published [3]. We note that at high excitation energies, i.e. in the high
level density region, large mixing due to near energy degeneracy may occur quite frequently and
with large fluctuations.

'Invited talk at the 2nd TAPS workshop, Guardamar, Spain, June 1993. Work done in collaboration with J.
Bacelax, A. Balanda, A. Buda, D. Chmielewika, M. Palacz and A.v.d. Woude



The monopole transition probabilities are only weakly dependent on the transition energy, in
contrast to the radiative transitions, which are weighted by the E*l+l energy factor. Thus, for
low transition energies, the monopole transitions may compete with those of higher multipolarities
in spite of their generally much lower reduced transition probabilities. Detecting this low energy
monopole mode might thus be useful in studying sudden shape changes in the hot, spinning and
undergoing various fluctuations nuclei. This mode may also play a role in the deexcitation (the
'sudden disappearance effect') of the superdeformed bands [4].

For the purpose of the present article we shall concentrate on the high energy monopole mode
- the giant monopole resonance, GMR. A brief description of the properties of GMR will be given.
The relevant information is at present limited to the GMR built on the ground states of stable
nuclei. The breathing mode is directly related to the compressibility of finite nuclei. The recipes
of deducing the incompressibility parameter for the infinite nuclear matter, KM , from those for
finite nuclei, KA, will be outlined. Finally, the feasibility of experiments designed at extending
the present knowledge to GMR coupled to excited states and/or formed in unstable nuclei will
be discussed. Of particular interest in this respect is the information on the isospin dependence
of GMR energies and widths. The first experimental results will be presented concerning the
e+e~ pair spectra in the GMR energy region for the 28S« system formed alternatively in reaction
channels with different isospin values. These experiments have been done with the multidetector
pair spectrometer PEPSI, designed especially for such studies [5].

2 Isoscalar Giant Monopole Resonances, GMR

2.1 Classification of Giant Resonances
The Giant Resonances, GR, are the basic high frequency collective modes of nuclear excitations.
They can be classified according to the angular momentum, L, isospin, T, and spin-flip, S, selection
rules. The isoscalar electric resonances, with AT = 0, AS = 0, correspond in the simple hydrody-
namical model to the in-phase oscillations of the neutron and proton liquids. The strengths of the
GR follow, in principle at least, rather simple sum rules, their widths obey Lorentzian distributions
and their energies change, to the leading order, linearly with the nuclear radius or with A*!2. One
major experimental difficulty in studying the resonances of various multipolarities is that their
energies overlap closely. This is notably so with the AL = 0 (the monopole) and with AL = 1 (the
dipole) resonances, even though they correspond to excitations across two, respectively one major
oscillator shells. A review of the experimental information on the Electric Giant Resonances has
recently been given by v.d.Woude [6].

2.2 General properties of GMR

Fig. 1 shows the experimental centroid energies and widths of GMR versus the atomic mass A, com-
piled with minor modifications from [7]. The values for deformed nuclei are assumed to correspond
to the higher energy components of the split resonance. For A > 150 the data agree reasonably
with the hydrodynamical values EQMR = 80A~1'3A/cV. In a larger range of A > 80 the points fall
very well on the line characteristic for the GDR (EGDR « Sl.2A~1/3 + 20.6A"1/6MeV). For lighter
nuclei the GMR energy centroids fall below the GDR line. Rather, they follow approximately the
EGMR ~ 65 • A~l/3 dependence; the deviation is due mainly to the surface effects.

The percentage of the Energy Weighted Sum Rule, EWSR, located in the experiments varies. It
is usually close to 100% in heavy spherical nuclei {A > 100) and scatters wildly in lighter systems,
where the strength is much more fragmented. This is of particular importance for the two lightest
nuclei studied: 2 4 M 5 , EGMR = (16.71 ± 0.23)MeV ([9]) and 28S«, EGMR = (19.0 ± 0.50)MeV
([8] with the correction quoted in [7]). These points weigh heavily in determining the slope of the
EGMR versus A function (presuming that there exists such a smooth function). The energy values
of these points, however, are very different, seemingly in disagreement with each other. As much
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Figure I: Experimental centroid energies (top) and widths (bottom) of GMR as functions of the
atomic mass A. The data are for ĄHc and 3He scattered through zero angle, except for the three
heaviest masses, where there are only data at larger angles.

as (90 ± 20)% of the sum rule strength has been located in ™Mg and (66 ± 20)% in ™Si. There
are arguments that the missing strength in Si is situated at an energy above the present centroid
value rather than below, which would increase the discrepancy even further.

2.3 GMR in finite nuclei and the incompressibility of nuclear matter
In the classical hydrodynamical model, assuming the standing compression wave, we can write:

hu = ftv/i'oo/m < r 2 >

_ i
" o o — "Po

(1)

(2)

Here A'oo is the incompressibility parameter for infinite nuclear matter and p is the nuclear density.
Assuming that the Giant Monopole Resonances in finite nuclei correspond to the Breathing

Mode we get:
huA = hy/KA/m < r2 > (3)

(4)



Here KA
 IS the incompressibility parameter for the nucleus A and r is the corresponding nuclear

radius; note that both are model dependent; m is the nucleon mass.
We define the scaling energy:

hui = EGMR = v/m3/mi (5)

where the moments m,- are given by the RPA sum rule:

m. = X > n - EQy | < 0 | r2 |f >|2 (6)

According to the Scaling Model ([10]), which uses the Gaussian strength distribution with a
width r ,

E'o = hy/KA/m < r* > (7)

;2 2 2 (8)

In the Scaling Model the radius and the surface thickness vary, i.e. r « r0 = (the rms radius of the nucleus).
This is in contrast to e.g. the approach of Satchler [11], in which theGMRis considered as a density
vibration with a constant surface thickness.

Using the expansion in A1^3 of the Liquid Drop Model type (the so-called lepiodermous expan-
sion) we write [12], [10]:

KA = Kv + KSA-1'3 + Kz(N - Z)2/A2 + KcZ2A~4'3 (9)

where Kv, Ks, As , and Kc are the volume, the surface, the symmetry and the Coulomb term
coefficients, respectively.

With the definition (5) we can write [10]: Kv — A'oo-
Blaizot et al. [13] have carried out self-consistent RPA calculations for the breathing mode,

using several effective interactions. From a fit to the four closed shell nuclei: 1 6 0 , *°Ca, 90Zr, and
208Pb they arrived at the best, recommended value: A'a, = 210MeV

According to refs. [14], [15] one can make use of simple expressions relating Kc with A',*,:

KC=~(\-T!R) (10)

Sharma et al. [16] have analysed a large set of GMR data, including the open shell nuclei. Of
special value in the analysis were the high precision data [17] for several Sn isotopes. Keeping iho
Kc parameter as fixed, see above, the authors arrived at the following set of values:

A'oo = (300 ± 25)MeV
Ks = (-7bQ±90)MeV
A'2 = (-320 ± 180)MeV
Most recently Shlomo and Youngblood [7] have carried out a detailed analysis of as complete the

GMR data set as possible with the aim of examining the reliability of the derived A'oo value. They
have primarily considered the data from three groups (Texas AAcM, Groningen, and Grenoble),
obtained in the (a, o ) and (3//e,3 He) scattering experiments at the forward angle. The deformed
nuclei were included in the analysis; in general, only those cases were omitted for which the authors
felt that there was a major part of the sum rule strength missing from the observation. The authors
find that it is essential to determine all the coefficients in the expansion (9) from a fit to the data.
Of particular importance in this respect is that Vc is kept as a free parameter (see also [18]). The
authors conclude that the presently available data set is not adequate to limit the range of A'oo to
better than within a factor of 1.7 (200 to 350 MeV).



Even if this range is narrowed down there remains the difficult question as to which extent the
extraction of the incompressibility parameter from the GMR data is model dependent.

Boersma et al. [19] have calculated the incompressibility modulus in the relativistic mean
field theory. They have analyzed the applicability of the leptodermous expansion (9) to derive
Koo. They conclude that the anharmonic corrections to the energy expansion do not affect the
GMR energies seriously, while they do have a significant effect on the radii of light nuclei. This in
principle supports the procedure of extracting K^ from the leptodermous expansion.

Gleissl et al. [20] have carried out a careful analysis of the properties of giant resonances at
zero and finite temperatures in a density variational approach using various Skyrme forces. They
are able to reproduce the experimental GMR energies in light nuclei only if they use more than
a single scaling mode to describe the vibration. They therefore couple two modes, corresponding
to the bulk and the surface breathing vibrations. They also find, among other things, that most
Skyrme forces give Ks « —Kv- They conclude that the calculations using Skyrme forces can be
reconciled with the data analysis of Sharma et al. [17] if the breathing mode in nature does not
follow the scaling dynamics. In this case Kv ^ •Koo '

Stocker and Sharma [21] argue, basing on a semi-classical relativistic approach, that Ks depends
on the surface energy coefficient, as, and need not correlate with Kv- However, for a realistic choice
of as, they also obtain Ks/Kv « 1.

A critical analysis of some factors limiting the confidence in deriving K^ from the GMR data
has recently been published by Chomaz et al. [22].

3 The astrophysical evidence and the nuclear equation of
state

Below we shall quote results of some analyses of mainly the astrophysical observations and/or
models having a bearing on the value of the incompressibility modulus for normal nuclear matter.
This is to illustrate how large is the range of the presently acceptable values of this modulus rather
than to suggest a choice. At this point it is also worth remembering that the empirical information
on the so-called nuclear Equation of State, EOS, or the dependence of the density of nuclear matter,
p, on the temperature, T, (or on the energy per nucleon, E/A) is practically limited to a single
point at the E/A vs p plane and to the derivative at this point, i.e. to the value of the saturation
density at T = 0, p0 = (0.16 db 0.01)/m-3, E/A = (-16 ± \)MeV, and to the incompressibility
modulus, Koo. for a review of the properties of dense stellar matter we refer to the recent article
by Haensel [23].

Baron et al. [24] have analysed the prompt explosion of supernova. Jn a relativistic approach,
and using a hydrodynamical simulation, they arrive at K^ < ISOMeV, which corresponds to a
rather soft equation of state (EOS).

On the other hand, an analysis of the neutron star masses has led Glendenning [25] to favour
a hard EOS with Koo « 290 for a neutron star and Koo > 335 for the symmetric nuclear matter.

Brown has argued in a series of papers ([26], [27], [28]) that K^ < \40MeV, or, better still,
'̂oo < \20MeV, to arrive finally at the proposed value of K^ = 84MeV. The arguments were

based on the Landau theory of Fermi liquids, according to which:
(i) The quasiparticles move only on the surface of the Fermi sphere;
(it) The effective mass of the nucleon in matter is m* = mn( l + 0.33/^), where mn is the mass

of a free nucleon and FL is the expansion coefficient in Landau theory;
(iii) In the nuclear matter m* = (1 ± 0.1)mn, FL = 0;
(iv) In a doubly magic nucleus the effective nucleon mass fluctuates with energy by about 30%;
Thus e.g. for 208P6: m'/m = 0.67 (Gogny [29]) and Kro = 140 ± 20MeV.
The above analyses were done or the final values derived for the "normal" nuclear matter, i.e.

for p = po, N/Z ss 1, and the temperature T=0. The extrapolation to the conditions in a neutron
star, where 3 < p < 5 and N/Z is at its extreme, is not a straightforward enterprise (see Haensel



[23] ). In the conditions of a supernova star collapse both p > po and T > 0. An analysis of the
supernova explosions led Bethe [30] to the suggestion that either /coo < 180 MeV or A'oo wanes
strongly with T. The latter suggestion seems to be corroborated by the calculations of Bombaci et
al. [31], who find a strong reduction of the nuclear incompressibility with increasing temperature
in a hot, compressed, asymmetric nuclear matter. Most calculations done for the normal (N « Z,
p Rs po) and not very hot nuclear matter, however, predict a rather slow dependence of K with T
(see, e.g., [20]).

Wiringa [32] has recently reviewed the status of the nuclear many body theory in an attempt to
present a consistent picture for the nuclear objects ranging in size from deuterons to neutron stars.
In the numerical analysis he uses the Argonne nucleon-nucleon (NN) potential with a three body
(NNN) term (mainly correcting for the effect of intermediate states, especially that of A(1232))
from the Urbana potential. He shows, among other things, how dramatically large is the range of
predictions for the EOS line, depending on the nuclear data input (see also [33], [34]). Wiringa
concludes: "Progress in the study oj neutron star structure is strongly linked with our understanding
of finite nuclei".

4 Dependence of GMR on temperature
Fig.2 shows the dependence of the incompressibility parameter K& on the temperature, T, cal-
culated for 208P6 and A°Ca with the Skyrme SkM* force by Gleissl et al. [20] in their density
variational approach. The authors consider the Giant Resonances as "...fast, diabatic, isentropic
vibrations around a thermodynamically equilibrated ground state at a given temperature". It is
seen that the expected dependence is rather slow, especially for the first two MeV. Even for the
lighter of the two systems, where the changes are expected to be faster because of the relatively
more important surface effects, the total change in K& at T = 4MeV is still only about 17%.
Similar results have been obtained in most other calculations (see e.g. [35], [36] and references in
[201).

5 Electromagnetic decay of Giant Resonances
Since the excitation energies of Giant Resonances are usually well above the nucleon binding
energies, their main decay mode is the neutron and proton evaporation and, in heavy nuclei,
fission. The electromagnetic decay channel is of course also open. Although weak, it provides
a valuable, often unique information on the properties of the resonances. This is particularly
so in the case of Giant Resonances coupled to excited states, where high degree of experimental
selectivity is indispensable. The intense activity of studying the Giant Dipole Resonances in hot
nuclei, reviewed at this Conference by Vinh Man [37], serves well to illustrate this point. These
studies are based on the Brink hypothesis stating that for every state in a nucleus there exists
another state formed by coupling to it a Giant Dipole Resonance. This implies a simple basic
principle of the experiment: populate a statistical ensemble of excited states at temperature T
using e.g. a heavy ion, H.I., fusion reaction and observe the photon spectra associated with the
dipole decay of the GDR states present in the ensemble. The photon transitions will compete with
the particle emission at a level of about 10~3.

The single photon decay channel is not available for the monopole transitions, which may
proceed practically only by the electron - positron, e + e" , pair emission (the internal conversion
process is much less likely at the GMR energies even for the heaviest systems and the higher
order effect of two photon emission can safely be neglected). The branching ratios for the GMR
monopole pair transitions induced in a typical H.I. fusion reaction can be expected in the range of
10"8. Otherwise the reasoning about the statistical population of the Giant Monopole Resonances
in hot nuclei remains in close analogy with that for the GDR.
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Figure 2: The incompressibility modulus, KĄ, versus the nuclear temperature, T, calculated ([20])
with the Skyrme SkM' forte for 20SPb and Ą0Ca.

The main difficulty in studying the GMR in hot nuclei rests not so much with the small partial
cross sections as with the fact that observation of an e+e~ pair does not suffice to provide a unique
signature of the monopole transition. In fact, under the conditions of a H.I. fusion experiment
the pair spectra are usually strongly dominated by the pairs due to the internal pair conversion of
transitions with higher multipolarities, mainly the electric dipoles.

A collection of useful references, formulae and graphs describing the internal pair conversion
coefficients for L > 1 as well as the e+/e~ energy sharing and opening angle distributions for all
the multipolarities can be found in [38], [5] and [39]. The latter distributions in the case of the
£0 transitions favour symmetric energy splitting and large opening angles in contrast with all the
higher multipolarities, thus providing an experimental signature for the monopole transitions (see
also fig.4).

An analysis of the total and differential cross-sections for internal pair transitions due to Giant
Resonances of various multipolarities predicted by the statistical model for the decay of compound
nuclei has recently been published by Montoya et al. [40]. In the following section we shall present
examples of similar calculations carried out [39] for the case of the 285«* compound nucleus.

6 Search for GMR coupled to excited states

6.1 The Positron-Electron Pair Spectrometer PEPSI
As mentioned above, one possibility of studying the Giant Monopole vibrations coupled to excited
states is to observe the decay of these coupled states via the e+e~ pair emission. A systematic
study of this dilepton mode of deexcitation of the GR vibrations in hot compound nuclei has been
started in Groningen a few years ago. A special multidetector system - the Positron-Electron Pair



Spectroscopy Instrument (PEPSI) has been constructed for this purpose. The system is described
in detail in [5]. A brief resume of its characteristics and performance will be given below.

The system is designed for measuring the e+e~ pair spectra in the energy range of about 10 to 40
MeV. It consists of a set of 32 Magnetic filters built out of 540 elements of (Nd)2(Fe)iĄB permanent
magnets mounted in an ecosaedron geometry to fill the 47r. Each filter provides an approximately
toroidal field thus acting as a mini-orange spectrometer. The neighbouring filters focus particles
of opposite charge: every single spectrometer of e.g. positrons is surrounded by spectrometers
focussing electrons and vice versa. In the geometry used there are 12 and 20 spectrometers for
positrons and electrons, respectively. The spectrometers are equipped with plastic scintillators of
50 mm diameter and 100 mm length.

The system permits to distinguish the electrons from positrons. Thanks to the shielding of the
plastic detectors from the direct radiation from the target as well as to the fast timing obtainable
with these detectors the system can operate at high reaction rates. It also offers a (limited)
selectivity of the opening angle of the e+e~ pair.

The absolute efficiency of the system is as 2.5% at 15 MeV transition energy and decreases to
about 0.8% at 30 MeV. The system has been efficiency calibrated using the electron beams of the
MAMI accelerator in Giessen, with energies ranging from 5 through 20 MeV. As a check, the pair
and the photon spectra of the 15.1 MeV Ml transition from the 12C(p,p')12C reaction have been
measured at 22 MeV proton energy (see Fig.3). The internal pair conversion coefficient determined
from the ratio of these spectra is a , = (3.3 ± 0.5) 10"3, to be compared with the 3.0 * 10~3 value
calculated in the Born approximation.

The PEPSI response can be divided into four bins depending on the pair opening angle. Fig.4
shows the yields of the 15.1 MeV transition measured for these four bins ("rings"), along with the
expected opening angle distributions for Ml and £0 transitions of the same energy, folded with
the PEPSI response. This illustrates the possible enhancement of the monopole versus the dipole
transitions, when observed at large opening angles.

6.2 The 24M<7 + 4 He and 2bMg + 3 He reactions and the isospin selection
rule

As stated above, the c+e~ pair emission from a compound nucleus in the energy region of the GR
decay transitions is usually strongly dominated by the internal pair conversion of the electric dipole
transitions. An experimental enhancement of the monopole contribution on the level of a factor
three to five can be attained as a result of the difference in the opening angle distribution. The
needed factor is of the order of one hundred. Another possibility to obtain a relative enhancement
of the £0 spectra is to choose a reaction in which the isovector dipole strength is suppressed. In
particular, the isospin selection rule forbids the electric dipole transitions between states of the
same isospin (AT = 0) in self-conjugate nuclei (7? = 0). States of different isospin values are of
course mixed by the Coulomb interaction in real nuclei, so that the forbiddenness is not absolute,
but one may expect an attenuation of the E\ transitions inversely proportional to the T = 1 isospin
admixture.

Such is the situation e.g. in a Tz = 0 compound nucleus formed by fusing two Tz — 0 nuclei.
This has been verified by Harakeh et al. [41] who have studied the photon emission from the 28Si'
system at about 34 MeV excitation energy, formed in two reactions: 3He + 2 5 Mg (the mixed T
case, T = 0,1) and 1 6 O + 1 2 C (the T = 7> = 0 case). They found a strong suppression of the
photon yield in the T = 0 reaction. In the GDR transition energy region this yield was about
a factor ten lower than for the mixed T = 0,1 reaction. With the statistical code CASCADE
modified to include the isospin effects ([42]) this yield could be well reproduced for a T = 1 isospin
admixture of about 3 % in 2 8Si* at 34 MeV excitation energy.

The same 2BSi compound system has been chosen for the purpose of searching for the isoscalar
monopole strength. The reactions were zHt + " Mg-*7sSi' (T = 0,1) and *He + 2 4 Mg-'^Si'
(T = 0) at 31 and 48 MeV bombarding energies, respectively, each producing 2 8 Si* at about 50
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Figure 3: Top: the e + e" total energy spectrum measured with PEPSI for the l2C(p,p')l2C re-
action; points - experiment, lines - CASCADE calculation folded with PEPSI response: dashed -
15.1 MeV Ml transition, dotted - contribution due to the 12.7 MeV El transition, solid - total; the
energy scale is shifted 1.02 MeV upwards. Bottom: the corresponding photon spectrum measured
with o large Nal(Tl) spectrometer.

MeV excitation energy.
Fig.5 shows the total energy spectra of e+e~ pairs calculated for these reactions with the

modified code CASCADE with the isospin mixing parameter of 4.7% ([43]). The ISGMR and
ISGQR yields are practically the same in the two cases, while the IVGDR is suppressed in the
T = 0 channel. The IVGMR and IVGQR are included in the calculation. They add but a small
contribution to the high energy tails of the corresponding monopole and quadrupole spectra.

6.3 The e+e~ pair spectra measured for 2BSi' at 50 MeV excitation en-
ergy

The first results of the vork described below were presented in [44] and [45]. A detailed account
can be found in [39].

The experiments were done with 48 MeV 4 / /e and 31 MeV 3He beams from the KVI cyclotron.
Concurrently with the pair spectra, the corresponding photon spectra were measured with a large
Nal(Tl) spectrometer placed at an angle of 108° with respect to the beam (an angle of minimum
absorbing material in PEPSI) at a distance of 140 cm. The photon spectra are shown in Fig.6.
The suppression of the photon yield in the GDR energy region for the T = 0 case is clearly seen,
although smaller than that reported in [41] (about a factor of five). There is also a sizeable yield
observed for both reactions at Ey > ZOMeV, due presumably to the bremsstrahlung effect (not
included in the CASCADE calculation).
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Figure 4: Measured (full dots) and calculated with GEANT3 (open dots) e+e~ yields for tht 15.1
MeV Ml transition for various c+e~ opening angles. The calculated distribution for an EO transi-
tion of the same energy is shown for comparison (open squares). The points are located at angles
corresponding to tht angular separation between detectors. The calculated values are folded with
PEPSI response. Dotted lines are to guide the eye.

Fig. 7 shows the c+e~ total energy spectra measured for the two reactions for two ranges
of opening angles: ringl 0° - 80°, and ringS&S 40° - 140°. The background and the random
contributions are subtracted. Also shown are the predictions of the extended CASCADE code as
well as the spectra obtained by multiplying the experimental photon spectra with the internal pair
conversion coefficients, aw, calculated in the Born approximation for electric dipole transitions.
The resulting distributions are then folded with the corresponding PEPSI responses. An isotropic
photon emission has been assumed. With this assumption, the converted pair spectra correspond
to an upper limit of the pair yield due to transitions with multipolarity L > 0, since a , for El
transitions arc larger than for the remaining multipolarities. Thus any excess of the measured pair
yield over the converted one could be attributed to the monopole contribution.

There is indeed a noticeable excess of the pair yields in the energy region around and above
22 MeV in all the four spectra displayed. The excess is particularly large for the isospin T = 0
reaction for large opening angles, in agreement with the monopole hypothesis. However, a close
inspection of the e + / e " energy sharing distribution in a two dimensional scatter plot has revealed
a strong asymmetric component in the region of interest, with the electron concentration around
5 - 8 MeV and with the corresponding positron yields extending to 15 - 20 MeV. The calculated
distributions arc almost symmetric for this light nucleus; they are wide for the El transitions and
rather narrow for E0. This strongly suggests that the observed excess might be of an instrumental
origin. It was therefore decided to reject the part of the statistics corresponding to the asymmetric
wings of the energy distributions. Fig.8 shows the pair spectra resulting from applying such a two
dimensional cut. It is seen that the pair yields for both the small and the large opening angles for
the T = 0 reaction fall now well within the error bars (the shaded areas) of the converted photon
distributions. Surprisingly, there remains a larger-than-errors excess of the pair yield in the 20 - 25
MeV region for the mixed T = 0,1 reaction, well visible for "ringl" (smaller opening angles). The
low statistics and the larger uncertainties in the response corrections for the nring2ii3" geometry
preclude making a similar statement for the corresponding spectra.

There is at the moment no convincing explanation of the observed excess. The spectra seem to
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Figure 5: The e+e~ total energy spectra for EO, El, and E8 transitions in the GDR transition
energy region calculated with an extended version of the CASCADE code for the3 He+™ Mg—™Si'
reaction (a) and the ĄHc+7ĄMg—wSi' reaction (b) at 50 MeV excitation energy. The sharp peak
at 5 MeV in the EO line is due to the decay of the 6.05 MeV Of state in 1 6 O, populated strongly
by three successive a decays o/ M 5i*.

satisfy all the instrumental checks. If there was a physical rather than instrumental explanation
then some entrance channel effects might lie at the root of the observation. One might invoke for
instance a recent analysis of the entrance channel effects enhancing the gamma decay from the
GDR coupled to excited nuclear states [46]. An analogical enhancement might, in principle, take
place also for the GMR in the entrance channels of the asymmetric (He + Mg) reaction.

7 Summary and outlook
The monopole transitions can provide valuable, often unique and largely unexplored information
on the basic properties of finite nuclei: the deformabihty (the shape changing characteristics) and
the compressibility (the density changes). In particular, low energy £0 transitions can be used as
a signature of the shape changing (or a quantitative measure of shape mixing), while the energies
of the Isoscalar Giant Monopole Resonances give a measure of the compressibilities. The latter
property, though closely related to the incompressibility of the infinite nuclear matter, is strongly
affected by the boundary conditions - mainly the surface effects, but also the Coulomb forces, the
N/Z ratios etc.

There are several recipes of deducing A'oo from the measured K* values, mostly based on the
so-called leptodermous expansion, analogous to the one used in the liquid drop model to derive
the nuclear masses. A debate is going on as to which extent this procedure is model dependent.
However, even if the procedure is adopted, the range of the A'oo values obtained remains rather
large, depending critically on the additional assumptions made. Thus, if all the parameters in
the expansion are allowed to vary freely in the fit to the GMR energy data, the Koo value ranges
between 200 and 350 MeV (a factor of 1.7, (7]). If some of the parameters, notably the one in the
Coulomb term, are fixed independently, then the range of the K^ values can be narrowed down
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Figure 6: The photon spectra measured for the f*Hc + 2 5 Mg) reaction at Ei//e = 9.9 McV/amu
[T = 0, 1] (top) and the f He +2Ą Mg) reaction at E*Ht = 11.7 MeV/amu [T = 0] (bottom). The
cross-sections calculated with thr cilended code CASCADE art shown with solid lines.

to (300 ± 25)MeV , (16]. On the other hand, if the leptodermous expansion or the scaling model
is questioned, then the range of tiie A'oo values increases rapidly. Values as low as about 80 MeV
have been proposed.

The A'oo values determined for the "normal" nuclear matter (T = 0, N w Z,p w po) are then
used as a starting point in various extrapolations, e.g. in order to deduce properties of dense,
asymmetric matter in neutron stars (p ranging up to 5po) or in hot and dense matter in supernova
collapse. The Equation - of - State needed for these extrapolations is then sensitively dependent
on this initial A'oo value. Changing this value from about 240 MeV (the value often quoted in
astrophysical calculations as "the experimental nuclear physics value") to about 300 MeV results
in going from a "moderately stiff" to "very stiff" EoS. This makes the plea for new precise data
on Giant Mcaopole Resonances a very urgent one.

There is no experimental information on the dependence of the compressibility on temperature.
Most calculations predict this dependence to be weak for low and moderate temperatures. On the
other hand, there are astrophysical arguments for major changes of the compressibility in hot and
asymmetric stellar matter.
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Figure 7: The e+e~ total energy spectra measured for the (^He +25 Mg) reaction (a.) and the
fHc+^Mg) reaction (b)fortwo ranges of opening angles: ringl 0°-800 , and ring2&3 <10°- H0°.
Dashed tines - the CASCADE code predictions; shaded areas - (he measured photon yields converted
to diiepton spectra with the use of El internal pair coefficients, uncertainties included.

Recently, the first attempts have been made to observe the e+e" pair decay of the GMR
coupled to excited states in a nucleus and thus determining the compressibility for a moderately
hot nucleus. The diiepton decay of highly excited states has been observed in the energy region
corresponding to the Giant Resonance decay. This was accomplished with a use of the newly
built multi-detector pair spectrometer equipped with magnetic filters, PEPSI. The spectra were
measured for the 7BSi' compound nucleus produced at 50 MeV excitation energy in isosptn T - 0
and, separately, T = 0,1 entrance channels. The e+e~ pair spectra and the corresponding 7 -
ray spectra are, in the main, quite well reproduced by the statistical calculation (CASCADE). For
cither of the two reactions used there is a certain excess of the measured diiepton yields compared
to those derived from the corresponding photon yields (i.e. converted to pair spectra with the use
of E\ conversion coefficients).

The excess in the T — O channel, however, docs not meet the proper e+e~ energy sharing
criteria and has to be dismissed for the time being as of possibly an instrumental origin. The
excess in the mixed T = 0,1 channel remains outside the experimental errors also after cutting off
the (unphysical ?) wings in the energy sharing distributions. The origin of this excess is unknown.
An experiment using the same 24A/</ +4 lie and 2SMg + 3 He. reactions but producing 26Si at
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Figure 8: Same as fig.7 but tuith a two-dimensional cut eliminating the asymmetric wings in
e + /e~ energy sharing distribution. The accepted events correspond to Ee+ — Et- < 10 MeV.

the

lower excitation energy (about 30 MeV) has recently been carried out with PEPSI at the Orsay
tandem in order to verify this hypothesis and to check the isospin dependence. The data arc being
analysed.

The dilepton technique of the PEPSI type can yet be significantly improved. Thus, the opening
angle selectivity could be increased by e.g. installing a set of &E detectors at the entrance to the
mini-orange gaps in PEPSI. The sensitivity to the background radiation could be largely reduced
by this same set and/or another one, placed at the front faces of the main E detectors. These and
similar improvements, combined with the isospin dependent reduction of the GDR strength, should
make the location of the ISGMR strength in hot T — Tz = 0 nuclei well feasible. Two valuable
pieces of information could hence be obtained: firstly, a check on the temperature dependence of
the GMR and, secondly, the energies of GMR in unstable, "exotic" nuclei, such as e.g. s6/v'i or
A0Ca -f10 Ca —80 Zr. This, among other things, might help in largely reducing the uncertainty in
the K coefficient in the symmetry term in the leptodermous expansion, one of the least well known
at present. Another application is to observe the dilepton pair signal in the energy region of the
IVGMR. Hopefully, the signal should be on a rather low physical background and clear enough to
render an observation of this elusive vibration mode within our reach.
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